Dramatic, expansion-biased, age-dependent, tissue-specific somatic mosaicism in a transgenic mouse model of triplet repeat instability.
Myotonic dystrophy type 1 (DM1) is one of a growing number of inherited human diseases whose molecular basis has been implicated as the expansion of a trinucleotide DNA repeat. Expanded disease-associated alleles of >50 CTG repeats are unstable in both the germline and soma. Expansion of the unstable alleles over time and variation of the level of mutation between the somatic tissues of an individual are thought to account at least partially for the tissue specificity and progressive nature of the symptoms. We previously generated a number of transgenic mouse lines containing a large expanded CTG repeat tract that replicated a number of the features of unstable DNA in humans, including frequent sex-specific changes in allele length during intergenerational transmission. Small length change mutations were apparent in the somatic tissues of young mice in all of the lines generated, but the gross instability observed in human DM1 patients was not replicated. We now show that in one of the lines, Dmt -D, spectacular, expansion-biased, tissue-specific instability is observed in older mice. The highest levels of instability were detected in kidney with gains of >500 repeats, representing a tripling of allele length, in some cells. Mosaicism accumulated in an age-dependent manner, but the tissue specificity did not obviously correlate with cell turnover. Such gross somatic mosaicism was not observed in three other lines examined, further emphasizing a role for flanking DNA in modulating repeat stability.